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Galatea 22 Richard Powers
Galatea 2.2 is a brilliant novel by brainy Richard Powers that's an update on the classical Pygmalion tale of bringing a man-made work alive - in Ovid, a sculptor animates his beautiful female statue; in this novel, main character Richard Powers (modeled very much after the author himself) and his fellow researcher and cognitive neuroscience genius, a fifty-something gent by the name of Philip ...
Galatea 2.2 by Richard Powers - Goodreads
After four novels and several years living abroad, the fictional protagonist of Galatea 2.2—Richard Powers—returns to the United States as Humanist-in-Residence at the enormous Center for the Study of Advanced Sciences.There he runs afoul of Philip Lentz, an outspoken cognitive neurologist intent upon modeling the human brain by means of computer-based neural networks.
Galatea 2.2 - Richard Powers
Galatea 2.2 is a 1995 pseudo-autobiographical novel by American writer Richard Powers and a contemporary reworking of the Pygmalion myth. The book's narrator shares the same name as Powers, with the book referencing events and books in the author's life while mentioning other events that may or may not be based upon Powers' life.
Galatea 2.2 - Wikipedia
galatea 2.2 by Richard Powers ‧ RELEASE DATE: June 1, 1995 In a startling departure from his earlier work, Powers turns inward for this fictional memoir: an astonishing novel of ideas that never becomes too talky, and is as complex in texture as his other books.
GALATEA 2.2 | Kirkus Reviews
Galatea 2.2 is a semi-autobiographical novel published in 1995 by the American writer Richard Powers. A contemporary retelling of the Greek myth Pygmalion, Galatea 2.2 recounts the story of an academic who teams up with a cognitive neuroscientist to write an artificial intelligence program designed to be indistinguishable from a human woman. In the original myth, the protagonist is a sculptor ...
Galatea 2.2 Summary | SuperSummary
Title: Galatea 2.2/a Novel Author(s): Richard Powers ISBN: 0-374-19948-5 / 978-0-374-19948-7 (USA edition) Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux Availability: Amazon Amazon UK Amazon CA Amazon AU
Galatea 2.2 by Richard Powers - Fantastic Fiction
Detailed plot synopsis reviews of Galatea 2.2 In this, Powers' fifth novel, he pushes the envelope of self-conscious storytelling. The narrator/protagonist has his name, goes where he has been (Champaign-Urbana, Holland), and relates the circumstances of the writing and some of the critics' comments on what are clearly his first four books.
Detailed Review Summary of Galatea 2.2 by Richard Powers
Richard Powers, Galatea 2.2 (HarperPerennial, 1995) In the 1970s a professor of computer science at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology wrote a computer program which parodied the questions and responses a nondirective psychotherapist might offer a subject during an initial interview.
Rambles.NET: Richard Powers, Galatea 2.2
If they approach Galatea 2.2 in their scope and ambition, then I am sure that Richard Powers will come to be seen as one of the great writers of the late twentieth century. June 1, 1996 Filed Under: Adam Baron , Book Reviews , Novels
Richard Powers: Galatea 2.2 - Spike Magazine
Richard Powers’s novel Galatea 2.2 is the story of “Richard Powers,” a novelist, who returns to the town where he attended university to be a token humanist in a science department for a ...
A Rumination on Criticism via Richard Powers’s Galatea 2.2 ...
After four novels and several years living abroad, the fictional protagonist of Galatea 2.2―Richard Powers―returns to the United States as Humanist-in-Residence at the enormous Center for the Study of Advanced Sciences.There he runs afoul of Philip Lentz, an outspoken cognitive neurologist intent upon modeling the human brain by means of computer-based neural networks.
Galatea 2.2: Richard Powers: 9780312423131: Amazon.com: Books
Richard Powers is the author of twelve novels, including Orfeo (which was longlisted for the Man Booker Prize), The Echo Maker, The Time of Our Singing, Galatea 2.2 and Plowing the Dark.He is the recipient of a MacArthur grant and the National Book Award, and has been a Pulitzer Prize and four-time NBCC finalist.
Galatea 2.2 by Richard Powers - Penguin Books Australia
Galatea 2.2 by Richard Powers Posted on February 6, 2019 by VN Alexander I happen to be contemplating these days how Artificial Intelligence (AI) differs from Biological Intelligence (BI), and so I finally took down Galatea 2.2 (FS&G, 329 pages) from my bookshelf where it has stood waiting for me for about fifteen years.
Galatea 2.2 by Richard Powers | Dactyl Review
I am highly recommending Galatea 2.2, the newest book from the author Richard Powers. Powers writes dense books with multiple story lines that wrap themselves around each other like a double helix. Typically, his books weave these two stories (usually featuring different points in time) into a fascinating tapestry that holds the reader's interest until the very last page.
Galatea 2.2 book by Richard Powers - ThriftBooks
This is just an indication of the complexity and richness of Galatea 2.2. This is perhaps Richard Powers most autobiographical novel. In it Powers casts himself as the main character and first person narrator. The character, Powers, has broken from a relationship with someone he calls "C" and has returned to live in a place he calls "U".
Galatea 2.2/a Novel: Powers, Richard: 9780374199487 ...
After four novels and several years living abroad, the fictional protagonist of Galatea 2.2—Richard Powers—returns to the United States as Humanist-in-Residence at the enormous Center for the Study of Advanced Sciences.There he runs afoul of Philip Lentz, an outspoken cognitive neurologist intent upon modeling the human brain by means of computer-based neural networks.
Galatea 2.2 | Richard Powers | Macmillan
After four novels and several years living abroad, the fictional protagonist of Galatea 2.2—Richard Powers—returns to the United States as Humanist-in-Residence at the enormous Center for the Study of Advanced Sciences.There he runs afoul of Philip Lentz, an outspoken cognitive neurologist intent upon modeling the human brain by means of computer-based neural networks.
Galatea 2.2 (2nd ed.) by Powers, Richard (ebook)
Indeed, in Galatea 2.2, Powers goes so far as to name the novel’s fictional protagonist Richard Powers. This novel is one of Powers’s more accessible novels.
Galatea 2.2 Summary - eNotes.com
After four novels and several years living abroad, the fictional protagonist of Galatea 2.2—Richard Powers—returns to the United States as Humanist-in-Residence at the enormous Center for the Study of Advanced Sciences. There he runs afoul of Philip Lentz, an outspoken cognitive neurologist intent upon modeling the human brain by means of computer-based neural networks.
Galatea 2.2: A Novel - Richard Powers - Google Books
Over a 30-year career his invigorating intellect has scoured artificial intelligence and virtual reality (Galatea 2.2, Plowing the Dark), music and genetics ... Richard Powers. The result was, ...
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